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Charlaine Harris is already a star and a New York Times bestseller with her vampire mysteries
starring Sookie Stackhouse and her Lily Bard mysteries. This second installment to her new
supernatural mystery series might just be her biggest hit yet. Grave Sight's Harper Connelly is back,
and her ability to find the dead and see their last moments is in higher demand than ever... A
college class gets more than it bargained for when Harper gives a demonstration of her uncanny
talent. Instead of just finding one body in an old grave, she finds two: the original occupant and a
recently deceased girl whom Harper had tried, and failed, to find two years previously. To dispel
suspicions about her own innocence, Harper and her stepbrother Tolliver undertake their own hunt
to find the killer-only to find yet another body in the same grave. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Grave Surprise (2006) is the second fantasy mystery novel in the Harper Connelly series, following
Grave Sight. In the previous volume, the final confrontation and shootout exposes the secrets of
almost everybody. Harper and Tolliver are lucky to get out of town alive.In this novel, Harper is hired
to give a demonstration for an occult studies class in a newly documented graveyard in Memphis,
Tennessee. The contract is issued by Bingham College for the class of Professor Clyde Nonley. As
far as Harper is concerned, the Professor is a professional jerk.The graveyard is on the grounds of
the college and a detailed list of burials and causes of death had been discovered about three

months previously. At first, the professor enjoys directing Harper from grave to grave, but her
detailed answers to his queries are beginning to upset his preconceptions. Then he directs her to a
grave up against the fence around the cemetery.At first, Harper declares the occupant to be a
young girl and the professor gleefully states that she is wrong. Then Harper notices that another set
of bones lies in a coffin below the girl's body. Then she suddenly recognizes the identity of the most
recent body.Tabitha Morgenstern had disappeared in Nashville about eighteen months prior to her
rediscovery. Harper had been called in a month after the disappearance and had followed every
possible lead within the Nashville area before giving up on the case. Maybe the body had been in
Memphis even before she had started her search.

This is the second book in the Harper Connelly Mystery series.When Harper Connelly was a young
girl she was struck by lightning. Since the lightning strike there are several oddities that are now a
normal part of her life; weakness in one of her legs, a spider web pattern on her leg, headaches and
oh yeah, she can locate dead people. If Harper is in a reasonable distance of a corpse she can find
its exact location and see the deceased's final moments.Harper and her stepbrother, Tolliver, travel
to Memphis to hold a demonstration of her talents at a very old cemetery whose records have just
been located. Professor Nunley brings her out there thinking to prove her a charlatan in front of his
class, only to have Harper accurately name the deceased and their causes of death. When she
stumbles on a recent burial of a young girl, the professor thinks he has won. But, of course, Harper
is right and memories of a case she wasn't able to solve come flooding back when she knows she
finally found the poor girls body.Harper and Tolliver are then the center of a media storm as Harpers
gift is scrutinized and the search for the killer begins...I admit to being a little put off by the unusually
close relationship Harper and Tolliver seem to share. I don't know why, maybe it's because I have a
brother and if he did half the things that Tolliver does, I'd scream, flee, then vomit... and I am sure
the feeling is mutual. During the first book, Grave Sight (Harper Connelly Mysteries, Book 1), I had
to repeat "they are step siblings; there is no blood between them.
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